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               High Court: One Case 

High Court dismissed challenge against COVID-19 vaccination order  

GF was employed by New Zealand Customs Service at Ports of Auckland. In May 2021, 
her employment was terminated for refusing the COVID-19 vaccine, as mandated by 
the COVID-19 Public Health Response (Vaccinations) Order 2021 (the Order). GF 
unsuccessfully claimed unjustified dismissal in the Employment Court. GF subsequently 
commenced a judicial review in the High Court challenging the Order on two grounds. 
Firstly, that it was ultra vires, and therefore invalid, because certain conditions imposed 
when enacting the Order were not met and secondly, that it was irrational, and 
therefore unlawful, due to the consequences the Order had on employees.  

Under ultra vires, GF argued that the Order was an unreasonable limitation on the right 
to refuse medical treatment and the right to be free from discrimination under New 
Zealand’s Bill of Rights Act 1990 (Bill of Rights Act). As a condition of enacting the 
Order, the Minister of COVID-19 Response had to consider, among other things, the 
limiting effect the Order would have on the Bill of Rights Act’s fundamental rights. 
However, reasonable limits can be imposed on the Bill of Rights Act rights under section 
5, provided they are demonstrably justified.  

Firstly, the limitation on both rights had to serve a sufficiently important objective. The 
High Court held this was satisfied as the Order aims to prevent and minimise the risk of 
COVID-19 spreading. It does so by requiring “affected persons” to be vaccinated when 
carrying out certain work under clause 7. Relevant public sector employers, such as 
GF’s, are also strictly prohibited from allowing affected workers at work if they are 
unwilling to be vaccinated under clause 8. This is because affected workers are more 
likely to be exposed to COVID-19 due to the nature of their work, making them more 
susceptible for community transmission of a potentially deadly pandemic.  

Secondly, the High Court had to determine whether the limitation was rationally 
connected to the objective being advanced by the Order. This was established due to 
the scientific evidence and growing consensus that the vaccine is effective in reducing 
COVID-19 transmission. But it was also necessary that the means chosen to limit the Bill 
of Rights Act rights were reasonably necessary in the circumstances. The key question 
here was whether there were any alternative measures that had the same effect but 
were less likely to interfere with the rights at issue. While the use of lockdowns, social 
distancing, contact tracing, face masks, etc. could be deemed less intrusive, the High 
Court acknowledged the scientific evidence indicated vaccines were significantly more 
useful in achieving the Order’s objective than any of the alternative measures.   
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Thirdly, the benefit achieved by the Order must not have been outweighed by the significance of the limitation of the 
rights at issue. While mostly relevant in the discrimination context, GF gave no reason for her unwillingness to be 
vaccinated, such as religious or ethical beliefs. Regarding the right to refuse medical treatment, the High Court explained 
that while the Order limits the right insofar as affected persons faced the choice of either accepting the vaccine or 
termination of employment, the Order itself does not compel individuals to be vaccinated. Affected persons still had a 
choice to exercise their right, as GF did.  

Under the ultra vires inquiry, the High Court concluded that while requiring affected persons to be vaccinated before 
working did limit certain Bill of Rights Act rights, the overall social and economic benefits outweighed the limitations. This 
meant the limitations were proportionate and demonstrably justified under the Bill of Rights Act’s section 5 inquiry.  

Turning to the irrationality limb, GF argued that because the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (Health and Safety at 
Work Act) regulates workplace health and safety, the Government were not permitted to pass other legislation that 
impinged on that jurisdiction. The High Court swiftly disregarded this explaining that, while section 211 of the Health and 
Safety at Work Act permits regulations relating to workplace health and safety to be made, it does not state that ‘the only 
way in which this can be done is pursuant to section 211.’ GF next submitted that the Order restricts relevant employers 
form undertaking health and safety risk assessments to determine for themselves whether alternative mitigation controls 
are appropriate. But this suggested that employers should have a right to disregard Government decisions on how best to 
address a global pandemic. Moreover, it ignores the fact that the Order addresses health and safety issues that affect all 
New Zealand society. The mere fact that the Order imposes additional obligations on employers does not mean the 
Health and Safety at Work Act is replaced or invalid.  

Regarding the Employment Relations Act 2000, GF similarly argued the Order was created without due regard to 
employment jurisdictions. Specifically, GF argued that employees are disadvantaged by creating a greater power 
imbalance in employment relationships as the Order had the effect of inciting breaches of employment agreements. 
However, this misguidedly implied that the Order overrides employment jurisdictions. This was incorrect as the right for 
affected persons to challenge dismissals resulting from the Order still remained, as was evident by GF previously utilising 
this avenue in the Employment Court. The High Court then highlighted examples where employment relationship issues 
were determined outside exclusive employment jurisdiction, such as Health and Safety at Work Act prosecutions within 
the District Court. In summary, because the statutory right to challenge an unjustified dismissal remained, it could not be 
said that employment relationships had been unjustly or unlawfully interfered with.  

For these reasons, neither the ultra vires nor irrational grounds were made out and judicial review failed. Costs were to lie 
where they fell pending a file of memorandum from either party within 10 days of this judgment.   

GF v Minister of COVID-19 Public Health Response [[2021] NZHC 2526; 20/09/2021; Churchman J] 

 

Employment Relations Authority: Four Cases 

Unjustified disadvantage related to an unjustified suspension and an unjustified constructive dismissal  

Mr Foxton was employed by Metro South Limited (Metro South) as a Cook in a public house from early September 2019 
until 13 November 2019 when his employment ended in disputed circumstances. Mr Foxton claimed he was the subject of 
unreasonable treatment which led to his decision to involuntarily resign after he was suspended on 13 November 2019. 

Mr Foxton and Mr Duke, the Bar Manager, agreed that there was tension between each other during Mr Foxton’s 
employment.  On 13 November 2019, an argument took place between Mr Foxton and Mr Duke. There were two 
different accounts of what then occurred and no corroborating witnesses for either account.  Mr Foxton claimed that 
when he got to work that day, Mr Duke asked him a question and when Mr Foxton did not respond, Mr Duke became 
aggressive and loudly said, “Alright then, f- you, you’re gone, I am putting you on suspension”. In Mr Duke’s version of 
events, he claimed that Mr Foxton came into work and would not talk to him. He also claimed that Mr Foxton could not 
stand up straight whilst performing his duties and because of this, sent Mr Duke home as he was “unfit for work.” 

The next day, Mr Foxton texted Mr Smith, the Director and Shareholder of Metro South, and told him that he was not 
comfortable returning to work following the suspension. He went on to say that he would be following up the text with an 
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email from his solicitor. No contact was made by Mr Foxton’s solicitor, Ms Beck, until a personal grievance letter dated 8 
January 2020 was emailed to Metro South’s business email address. The letter advanced claims of unjustified 
disadvantage and unjustified dismissal.  

Mr Foxton alleged that Metro South disadvantaged him before it placed him on suspension due to the way he was 
treated. However, the Employment Relations Authority (the Authority) did not agree as Mr Foxton did not sufficiently 
detail his concerns to Mr Smith before the suspension.  When Mr Foxton did describe matters that had bothered him, he 
appeared to have minimised issues and left out the most serious allegations.  

The Authority did, however, find that the suspension was inappropriate and was imposed in a procedurally unfair manner. 
After imposing the suspension, Metro South did not issue Mr Foxton with a follow up letter setting out its concerns and 
also failed to offer to pay Mr Foxton during this time until a meeting could be arranged. Consequently, the Authority held 
that Mr Foxton’s disadvantage claim was successful. The Authority then had to consider whether Mr Foxton’s decision to 
not to return to work after 13 November 2019 was a reasonable response to his suspension and preceding events. The 
Authority found that when Mr Foxton declined to meet with Metro South following the suspension and pursued a 
personal grievance, those were actions that brought the employment to an end.  

Although Mr Foxton had not shown enough evidence to prove that he brought his serious concerns about threats and 
personal abuse to Metro South’s attention in specific terms, the Authority concluded he was genuinely uncomfortable in 
his relationship with Mr Duke. Given that Mr Duke had suspended him inappropriately, the Authority considered there 
was enough for Metro South to have reasonably foreseen his resignation. Mr Foxton was constructively dismissed. 

The Authority found Mr Foxton was disadvantaged in his employment and then constructively dismissed by Metro South. 
Metro South was ordered to pay Mr Foxton $8,000 in compensation without deductions and $7,800 in lost wages. The 
parties were encouraged to make an agreement on costs.  

Foxton v Metro South Limited [[2021] NZERA 370; 23/08/2021; D Beck] 

  

Independent building contractor unsuccessfully claimed employment relationship 

Mr Rauhihi was engaged by Construction Labour Hire Limited (Construction Labour Hire) in February of 2020 as an 
independent contractor on a contract for service. However, Mr Rauhihi claimed he was an employee of Construction 
Labour Hire and that he was unjustifiably dismissed. Mr Rauhihi sought to have Mulholland Construction Limited 
(Mulholland Construction) joined as a controlling party to the proceedings under the Employment Relations (Triangular 
Employment) Amendment Act 2019.  

Mr Rauhihi had recently completed his building apprenticeship when he signed the contract with Construction Labour 
Hire. The contract was labelled “Labour only contractor agreement for Construction Labour Hire Limited”. It referred to Mr 
Rauhihi as a contractor throughout and the parties acknowledged the real nature of their relationship was that of 
independent contractor and principal. The contract also stated Mr Rauhihi was in business on his own account. It made 
clear that Mr Rauhihi would perform assignments for third parties that were arranged by Construction Labour Hire. The 
assignments would be determined by Construction Labour Hire’s requirements and would not constitute ongoing work.  

Mr Rauhihi could choose to accept or refuse any assignment, was paid on a weekly basis, would present a timesheet and 
could also issue an invoice to Construction Labour Hire for payment. Construction Labour Hire could generate a tax 
invoice on Mr Rauhihi’s behalf if one was required for the purposes of being paid. Withholding tax was deducted from 
money paid to Mr Rauhihi at the required rate of 20 percent. Mr Rauhihi was responsible for his own liability for tax, ACC 
levies, and all other liabilities and expenses relating to him. Mr Rauhihi had to supply all necessary tools and equipment 
for assignments, but Construction Labour Hire, or a client, could at their discretion from time to time supply him with 
tools or equipment. Mr Rauhihi and Ms Herridge, who was the Accounts and Operations Manager for Construction Labour 
Hire, signed the contract. 

When Ms Herridge interviewed Mr Rauhihi, she questioned his understanding of the concept of being an independent 
contractor working for himself, rather than employee. Mr Rauhihi was advised to seek advice on becoming an 
independent contractor and the issues that entailed. The Employment Relations Authority (the Authority) found the 
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mutual intention at the time was Mr Rauhihi would be a self-employed independent contractor. How the parties labelled 
their relationship, or intended it to operate, was only one factor the Authority considered.  

The first assignment Construction Labour Hire offered Mr Rauhihi was on a residential construction site in Kapiti operated 
by Mulholland Construction. Mr Rauhihi commenced work on the Kapiti site. Mr Rauhihi later accepted another 
assignment on a Wellington site where he worked from 26 February until 23 March 2020. His work on the site was cut 
short by New Zealand’s move to COVID-19 Alert level 3 on that date. Following the Alert level 4 lockdown in March 2020, 
Ms Herridge offered Mr Rauhihi further work on the Kapiti site, which he accepted and started work in April 2020. Mr 
Rauhihi continued working at that site until 11 May 2020. Mr Rauhihi was offered a further assignment in May 2020, 
which he declined. 

The Authority found Construction Labour Hire, or Mulholland Construction, had not exercised the type of detailed control 
over the work Mr Rauhihi performed that would indicate a relationship of employment. The weekly payments gave the 
appearance of wages to Mr Rauhihi. Mr Rauhihi's remuneration had tax deducted in accordance with the Income Tax Act 
2007, which provides a standard rate of tax to be imposed on schedular payments for labour-only building work. The site 
manager wielded a significant amount of control to ensure that the different components of the construction project 
were performed at the right time and in the right order.  

The Authority stated that Mr Rauhihi embraced the concept of an independent contractor and enjoyed the flexibility to 
choose the assignments he would work on and the higher remuneration he received for being a contractor. He took 
advantage of being able to take time off work when it suited him. Examination of the factors of control, integration and 
the fundamental test had mixed indications, though the relationship worked as it was intended to by the parties. Mr 
Rauhihi was an independent contractor and not an employee of Construction Labour Hire, or of Mulholland Construction. 
Mr Rauhihi had no right to raise a personal grievance. Costs were reserved. 

Rauhihi v Construction Labour Hire Limited [[2021] NZERA 386; 03/09/2021; T MacKinnon] 

 

Multiple disciplinary processes conducted by employer held to be fair and reasonable  

Mr Pearson was employed by the Chief Executive of Oranga Tamariki (Oranga Tamariki) as a Youth Senior Practitioner. 
During his employment, various issues arose because of his conduct, resulting in disciplinary processes being undertaken 
and warnings issued. This culminated in a final disciplinary process at the end of 2019 with Mr Pearson being dismissed in 
February 2020. Mr Pearson raised several personal grievances in response to Oranga Tamariki’s disciplinary actions.  

Mr Pearson was unable to resolve any of his personal grievances with Oranga Tamariki himself, so he lodged a Statement 
of Problem with the Employment Relations Authority (the Authority). Oranga Tamariki responded and claimed it did not 
unjustifiably disadvantage or unjustifiably dismiss Mr Pearson but that it acted fairly and reasonably when following its 
relevant policies and guidelines when it conducted its disciplinary processes. Between the period of October 2016 and 
December 2018, Mr Pearson received a verbal warning and four written warnings. Upon his final warning, Mr Pearson 
raised a personal grievance in respect of the disciplinary process and outcome. Oranga Tamariki reviewed the disciplinary 
process and upheld the decision it had made.  

On 29 September 2019, Mr Pearson raised a personal grievance for unjustifiable action causing disadvantage. He claimed 
that Oranga Tamariki failed to ensure his health and safety as he felt bullied and threatened by his Supervisor in a meeting 
on 4 July 2019. Mr Pearson claimed that despite raising these issues following the meeting, Oranga Tamariki failed to 
investigate his concerns. In response to this personal grievance, Oranga Tamariki and Mr Pearson attended mediation on 
15 October 2019 however, his personal grievance was not resolved.  

In February 2020, Mr Rewha, one of Mr Pearson’s Supervisors, received complaints from two employees about Mr 
Pearson’s behaviour towards staff in management. Having investigated the complaints, Mr Rewha commenced a 
disciplinary process with M Pearson. In a meeting on 5 February 20201, Mr Pearson’s employment was terminated with 
Oranga Tamariki having concluded that Mr Pearson had communicated disrespectfully with the staff in question, had 
refused to follow lawful and reasonable instructions and threatened to bring Oranga Tamariki into disrepute through his 
actions.  
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The Authority had to assess whether Oranga Tamariki’s actions were what a fair and reasonable employer could have 
done in the circumstances. In the context of disciplinary processes and sanctions being imposed, the test for justification 
is set out in section 103A of the Employment Relations Act 2000. The test for justification applies in two parts. First, 
whether the employer carried out a fair process in coming to the decision to issue a warning and second, whether the 
decision to issue the warning was substantively justified. After assessing each of the processes undertaken, the Authority 
held that Oranga Tamariki did act in a manner which was fair and reasonable in the circumstances. It was satisfied that 
Oranga Tamariki kept an open mind when it listened to Mr Pearson’s point of view and provided him with the opportunity 
to understand what was alleged and respond to it. The Authority also held that each warning that was issued was 
substantively justified and therefore Mr Pearson’s personal grievances relating to the warnings was dismissed.  

The Authority then assessed whether Mr Pearson’s personal grievance for unjustifiable action causing disadvantage could 
succeed. In order for an employer to provide a safe workplace, an employer is only required to protect employees against 
a risk of harm that is foreseeable. Assessing the evidence, the Authority was not convinced that Mr Pearson was bullied 
during the meeting on 4 July 2019. Furthermore, it went onto say that even if it did occur, it was a one-off event and was 
not foreseeable as a result. Although Oranga Tamariki failed to investigate the complaint, the Authority was not satisfied 
that this resulted in an unjustifiable action causing disadvantage. The failure to investigate did not cause disadvantage to 
Mr Pearson’s employment because did not leave him exposed to any ongoing risk of bulling. Furthermore, Oranga 
Tamariki had agreed to, and did attend mediation, to try and resolve the issues with Mr Pearson.   

Mr Pearson’s personal grievances were not established, and all of his claims were dismissed. Costs were reserved.  

Pearson v The Chief Executive of Oranga Tamariki [[2021] NZERA 390; 06/09/2021; P van Keulen] 

 

Breach of settlement agreement obligations led to small penalty  

On 19 October 2020, Mr Zhu and Exceeding International Limited (Exceeding International) reached a confidential Record 
of Settlement for an employment relationship issue. The Record of Settlement was signed by a certified Mediator in 
accordance with section 149 of the Employment Relations Act 2000 (the Act).  

The Record of Settlement required Exceeding International to pay Mr Zhu $3,000 in accordance with section 123(1)(c)(f) 
of the Act and to be made within seven days of the settlement date. However, the monies were not paid within this 
timeframe, being on or before 25 October 2020. On 27 October 2020, Mr Zhu contacted Exceeding International’s 
Director, Mr Xu, but the “conversation was fruitless.” Shortly after this, Mr Zhu's representative then contacted Exceeding 
International, and Mr Xu re-committed to making the payment.  On 2 November 2020, the sum deposited into Mr Zhu's 
account was less than agreed, totalling only $2,343. The deposit by Exceeding International was also recorded as “Wages 
Salary”, which led to a dispute as to whether Exceeding International should have deducted PAYE from the payment.  

On 3 November 2020, Mr Zhu lodged a Statement of Claim with the Employment Relations Authority (the Authority) and 
sought payment of the remaining sum owed, as well as a penalty and costs. On 9 November 2020, Exceeding International 
paid the outstanding sum which meant Mr Zhu's claim in the Authority proceeded on the basis it was for a penalty and 
costs.  

The Authority found it was indisputable that the agreed sum under the Record of Settlement was not paid in full until 15 
days after it was due. Exceeding International had therefore breached the Record of Settlement. Under section 149(3) of 
the Act, failure to comply with terms of settlement agreements empowers the Authority to impose a penalty. A single 
breach by a company can attract a penalty sum up to, but not exceeding $20,000.  

In considering whether a penalty should be imposed on Exceeding International, the Authority referred to Exceeding 
International’s explanation for postponing the payment. Exceeding International suggested Mr Zhu had breached both the 
confidentiality provision and the Record of Settlement to full and final settlement. Exceeding International appeared to 
have formed this view when they received correspondence from the Ministry of Social Development (MSD) on 20 October 
2020. That correspondence led Exceeding International to believe that Mr Zhu had made a false complaint about 
Exceeding International to MSD after already agreeing to the Record of Settlement terms. When Mr Zhu subsequently 
contacted Mr Xu on 27 October 2020, Mr Xu explained that Exceeding International would not be making the payment 
until Mr Zhu provided an explanation to Exceeding International and the Mediator on those matters.  
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The Authority was doubtful that Mr Zhu would have been able to complain to MSD, who would then subsequently action 
it less than 24 hours later. In any event, the Authority found difficulty accepting Exceeding International’s explanation 
given there were no provisions in the Record of Settlement permitting Exceeding International to ignore its obligations 
simply because it perceived Mr Zhu had not complied with his obligations to keep the matter confidential. If Exceeding 
International genuinely believed Mr Zhu had breached his obligations under the Record of Settlement, it was incumbent 
on Exceeding International to inquire and lodge a claim against Mr Zhu with the Authority. In any event, Exceeding 
International were not able to simply withhold payment of the sum it was bound to pay.  

Turning to the dispute about taxation, email exchanges between Mr Xu and the Mediator after Mr Zhu's representative 
raised concerns over the deductions on the agreed sum made it clear the matter was clarified to Mr Xu on 3 November 
2020. However, the remaining sum owed was still not paid until 9 November 2020. The Authority accepted several 
matters impacted Exceeding International’s perception regarding its obligations under the Record of Settlement. But 
those issues were quickly clarified once the parties communicated on the issues. Exceeding International gave no further 
explanation as to why there were additional delays to compete the full payment.  

While the Authority did not consider the delay fatal, nor did it find it to be minor. Given there was a risk that public 
confidence would be undermined if parties were to be permitted to breach settlements without consequences, the 
Authority found a penalty was warranted in the circumstances. In assessing the quantum of the penalty, the Authority 
noted there was no evidence of Exceeding International having engaged in prior similar conduct. It was accepted that Mr 
Zhu experienced some financial hardship due to the delay, but it was nonetheless short lived.   

After considering other similar cases in which penalties had been ordered, the Authority concluded a penalty sum of $600 
was proportionate and appropriate in the circumstances. That penalty sum was to be paid by Exceeding International in 
full and without deduction within 21 days of the determination date with $300 to Mr Zhu and $300 to the Crown. An 
additional $71.56 was ordered to be paid to Mr Zhu to reimburse the filing fee to bring the claim. Costs were reserved.  

Zhu v Exceeding International Limited [[2021] NZERA 404; 14/09/21; M Ryan] 

 

For further information about the issues raised in this week’s cases, please refer to the following resources:  

Employment Law and COVID-19 Vaccinations Note: Healthworkers and education workers are now mandatory for 
vaccination 

Suspension 

Contracts for Services 

Discipline 

Harassment and Bullying 

Full and Final Settlements 

 

Employer News 

How to decide what work requires a vaccinated employee 

This guidance focuses on how to decide what work requires a vaccinated employee. We refer to employees rather than 
workers because it affects employment arrangements. The guidance may also be useful for contracting or volunteer 
arrangements.  

Certain work may only be carried out by vaccinated workers. The COVID-19 Public Health Response (Vaccinations) Order 
2021 specifies who those workers are. This is a public health requirement. 

https://businessplus.co.nz/index.php/2021/09/22/employment-law-and-covid-19-vaccinations/
https://www.ema.co.nz/ResourceDetail?iProductCode=SN-AZ&Category=A%20-%20Z%20GUIDE
https://www.ema.co.nz/ResourceDetail?iProductCode=CFS-AZ&Category=A%20-%20Z%20GUIDE
https://www.ema.co.nz/ResourceDetail?iProductCode=DE-AZ&Category=A%20-%20Z%20GUIDE
https://www.ema.co.nz/ResourceDetail?iProductCode=HAB-AZ&Category=A%20-%20Z%20GUIDE&Doc=0
https://www.ema.co.nz/ResourceDetail?iProductCode=FAFS-AZ&Category=A%20-%20Z%20GUIDE
https://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2021/0094/latest/LMS487853.html
https://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2021/0094/latest/LMS487853.html
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Employers can also require other work to be done by a vaccinated employee, if a risk assessment identifies this is 
necessary for work health and safety purposes. That may be the case where the nature of the work itself raises the risk of 
COVID-19 infection and transmission above the risk faced outside work. This is likely to have employment implications and 
you should follow Employment New Zealand guidance. 

Your focus in the risk assessment must be on the role – the work being done – rather than the individual performing the 
role. If you want your employees to be vaccinated for reasons other than work health and safety that is an employment 
matter. 

When completing the risk assessment, you: 

• must complete it with employees and their representatives 

• may like to get a health and safety professional to provide advice for your specific circumstances. 

We have developed some questions to help you complete the risk assessment. There are likely to be other questions 
specific to your work that you should also ask.  Discuss these questions with your employees. Think about what the work 
tasks look like for a typical day or week. Identify the risk rating indicated alongside each risk factor. Where a situation is 
not black and white, a judgement call will need to be made. Advice from a health and safety professional may help you do 
that. 

To read further, click here.                   

 WorkSafe New Zealand [4 October 2021]  

 

Mandatory vaccination for two workforces 

• High-risk workers in the health and disability sector to be fully vaccinated by 1 December, 2021, and to receive 
their first dose by 30 October 

• School and early learning staff and support people who have contact with children and students to be fully 
vaccinated by 1 January, 2022, and to receive their first dose by 15 November 

Large parts of two workforces critical to preventing the spread of COVID-19 will be required to be vaccinated, COVID-19 
Response Minister Chris Hipkins said today.  

“Our education and health and disability workforces have done an incredible job throughout this pandemic to keep 
themselves and people safe,” Chris Hipkins said. 

“Vaccination remains our strongest and most effective tool to protect against infection and disease, and we need as many 
workers as possible to be vaccinated to allow sectors to respond to the pandemic and deliver everyday services with as 
little disruption as possible. 

“While most people working in these sectors are already fully or partially vaccinated we can’t leave anything to chance 
and are making it mandatory. 

”It’s not an easy decision, but we need the people who work with vulnerable communities who haven’t yet been 
vaccinated to take this extra step.  

“Vaccinations for children aged 5 to 11 are not yet approved and the health and disability sector includes a range of high 
risk occupations. 

“People have a reasonable expectation that our work forces are taking all reasonable precautions to prevent the spread of 
disease, and government agencies have been working with them to ensure they are as protected as possible.     

“A high rate of vaccinations will help to protect staff from getting sick and passing COVID-19 onto loved ones. It will also 
reassure those who are anxious about their children attending school and early learning services. 

https://www.employment.govt.nz/leave-and-holidays/other-types-of-leave/coronavirus-workplace/covid-19-vaccination-and-employment/
https://register.hasanz.org.nz/getting-help-from-health-and-safety-professionals-at-covid-19-alert-levels/
https://www.worksafe.govt.nz/managing-health-and-safety/novel-coronavirus-covid/how-to-decide-what-work-requires-a-vaccinated-employee/
https://www.worksafe.govt.nz/managing-health-and-safety/novel-coronavirus-covid/how-to-decide-what-work-requires-a-vaccinated-employee/
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“Exemptions may be possible under some circumstances.  

“Workers at our MIQ and at airports and ports are already required to be vaccinated.  

To read further, click here.                   

 New Zealand Government [11 October 2021]  

        

Government provides certainty to working holiday and seasonal visa holders and employers for 
summer 

The Government will extend Working Holiday visas and Supplementary Seasonal Employment (SSE) work visas for six 
months to provide more certainty to employers and visa holders over the coming summer period, Immigration Minister 
Kris Faafoi has announced. 

“This offers employers and visa holders the certainty they’ve been asking for going into this summer’s harvest season and 
which we said we’d provide, if necessary, back in June when we announced the last six month extension,” Kris Faafoi said.  

More than 8,500 people on Working Holiday visas and SSE work visas due to expire between 21 December 2021 and 30 
June 2022 will benefit from the six month extension. 

They will also continue to have open work rights, allowing them to work in any sector to help meet labour market 
demands where they exist. 

 “With borders remaining closed until the first quarter next year it’s important we ensure employers can retain their 
existing workforce for the upcoming summer period. 

“It will allow employers across a range of industries to make use of the onshore workforce while our border restrictions 
are in place, but it’s important to remember that these extensions are only temporary measures.  

To read further, click here. 

 New Zealand Government [12 October 2021] 

 

Effects of COVID-19 on trade: At 6 October 2021 (provisional) 

Effects of COVID-19 on trade is a weekly update on New Zealand’s daily goods trade with the world. Comparing the values 
with previous years shows the potential impacts of COVID-19. 

The data is provisional and should be regarded as an early, indicative estimate of intentions to trade only, subject to 
revision. 

We advise caution in making decisions based on this data. 

To read further, click here. 

 Statistics NZ [13 October 2021] 

 

https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/mandatory-vaccination-two-workforces
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/mandatory-vaccination-two-workforces
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/government-provides-certainty-working-holiday-and-seasonal-visa-holders-and-employers
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/government-provides-certainty-working-holiday-and-seasonal-visa-holders-and-employers
https://www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/effects-of-covid-19-on-trade-at-6-october2021-provisional
https://www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/effects-of-covid-19-on-trade-at-6-october2021-provisional
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Hamish's story: How a film crew set an example for workplace safety 

While shooting a critically-acclaimed film on an Aotearoa farm, director Hamish Bennett prioritised safety in ways that 
every workplace can use. 

Up until now, Hamish Bennett has been a full-time primary school teacher and a part-time filmmaker. 

His debut feature film Bellbird achieved great success both here and around the world. The Northlander has reversed 
course, shifting into full-time filmmaking and part-time teaching. 

The Waterlea Primary School teacher said the success of Bellbird exceeded his expectations. 

“We set out to make a film that my whānau and friends would be proud of,” says the 43-year-old. 

To read further, click here. 
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Legislation 

Note: Bills go through several stages before becoming an Act of Parliament: Introduction; First reading; Referral to 
select committee; Select committee report, Consideration of report; Committee stage; Second reading; Third reading; 
and Royal assent. 

Bills open for submissions: Seven Bills 

Seven Bills are currently open for public submissions to select committees. 

Land Transport (Clean Vehicles) Amendment Bill (4 November 2021) 
 
Taxation (Annual Rates for 2021-22, GST, and Remedial Matters) Bill (9 November 2021) 
 
Human Rights (Disability Assist Dogs Non-Discrimination) Amendment Bill (10 November 2021) 
 
Civil Aviation Bill (11 November 2021) 
 
Te Pire mō te Hararei Tūmatanui o te Kāhui o Matariki/Te Kāhui o Matariki Public Holiday Bill (11 November 2021) 
 
Electricity Industry Amendment Bill (17 November 2021) 
 
Local Government (Pecuniary Interests Register) Amendment Bill (23 November 2021) 

Overviews of bills - and advice on how to make a select committee submission - available at:  
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/    

 

The Employer Bulletin is a weekly update on employment relations news and recently published legal decisions. It is EMA’s 
policy to summarise cases that contain legal issues relevant to employers. The purpose of the Employer Bulletin is to 
provide and to promote best practice in employment relations. If you would like to provide feedback about the Employer 
Bulletin, contact advice@ema.co.nz  

 

https://www.acc.co.nz/newsroom/stories/hamishs-story-how-a-film-crew-set-an-example-for-workplace-safety/
https://www.acc.co.nz/newsroom/stories/hamishs-story-how-a-film-crew-set-an-example-for-workplace-safety/
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCTI_SCF_BILL_115766/land-transport-clean-vehicles-amendment-bill
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCFE_SCF_BILL_115767/taxation-annual-rates-for-2021-22-gst-and-remedial-matters
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCSS_SCF_BILL_109860/human-rights-disability-assist-dogs-non-discrimination
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCTI_SCF_BILL_115765/civil-aviation-bill
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCMA_SCF_BILL_115986/te-pire-mō-te-hararei-tūmatanui-o-te-kāhui-o-matarikite
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCED_SCF_BILL_115788/electricity-industry-amendment-bill
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCGA_SCF_BILL_111983/local-government-pecuniary-interests-register-amendment
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/
mailto:advice@ema.co.nz


Advisory Services
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0800 300 362

Take advantage of these services 
and more with your membership. 
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Managing Solicitor  
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matthew.dearing@ema.co.nz

Kent Duffy 
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Legal Team
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